Updates

@nativescript/core 6.5.11 & 6.5.12 released in past week

Bug Fixes
* ios: actionbar show/hide should trigger page layout (#8726) (09d866c)

* android: add check in ad.dismissSoftInput to make sure the dismissed nativeView has focus at that moment (#8720) (4479096)
Updates

Angular 10 - new @nativescript/angular and @nativescript/core rc’s

* @nativescript/firebase
* nativescript-ui-listview
* nativescript-ui-sidedrawer

Updating in progress:

* nativescript-ui-autocomplete
* nativescript-ui-calendar
* nativescript-ui-chart
* nativescript-ui-dataform
* nativescript-ui-guage
@nativescript/core - upcoming rc’s will be built with:

```
"target": "es2017"
"module": "esnext"
```

* NativeClass decorator to auto convert

```
@NativeClass
export class CustomClass extends NSObject {
```
Updates

nsc cloud - getting closer

* Rounding out options for iOS/Android cloud builds